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ReimbursementPLUS and EMRlogic lead integrated
coding initiative for eye care profession
… leverage critical CPT information and reimbursement data to create fully integrated solution

Las Vegas, NV (September 5, 2012) – Industry leaders EMRlogic Systems and
ReimbursementPLUS® today announced the release of a fully integrated solution offering realtime CPT information and reimbursement data, incorporated within activEHR. The cooperative
agreement offers EMRlogic’s activEHR customers real-time access to critical information,
necessary for providing the best, most efficient and effective patient care.
“Our essential goal with activEHR is to provide the eye care profession’s best, most intuitive
electronic health record, one that first meets the needs of doctors to see more patients,
improve care and lower costs then also exceeds the requirements of connected care and health
care reform,” said Glenn Brand, CEO at EMRlogic. “The future of health care is really all about
changing the way doctors use computers, thus our commitment to creating an easy-to-use yet
powerful and forward-looking solution, one that takes advantage of innovations provided by
key industry partners like ReimbursementPLUS. We’re very proud to be leading the charge to
connected care for the eye care profession.”
“The ReimbursementPLUS cloud-based system now connected within EMRlogic’s web-enabled
activEHR displays critical CPT data and information that applies to the practice,” said Dr. John
Rumpakis, architect and developer of ReimbursementPLUS. “This is information that’s critical
for doctors when making important business and clinical decisions throughout the day. Now,
from within the exam, we can offer the most comprehensive compilation of CPT data available.
Having that information in real time is more and more not only essential for business, but also
critical in keeping the doctor and practice safe in preventing audit situations. Like EMRlogic, we
are also very proud of this industry-leading innovation and happy to be working together. ”

About EMRlogic Systems
EMRlogic is a privately-held company based in Greater Vancouver, Canada and dedicated to Eye Care
Professionals. EMRlogic is an application partner for InterSystems Corporation, Cambridge,
MA. EMRlogic offers comprehensive and fully-integrated Optometry and Ophthalmology software
solutions. For more information, please visit www.emrlogic.com.
About ReimbursementPLUS
ReimbursementPLUS has been the industry leader in providing real-time CPT Code Data & Information
Services to the eye care profession for the past decade. ReimbursementPLUS provides a
comprehensive set of web-based, real-time tools that provide up-to-the-minute CPT Code
reimbursement information; all related CPT Code data and characteristics; and state-of-the-art
information regarding CPT Code and medical record-keeping compliance. For more information, please
visit www.ReimbursementPLUS.com.

